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**SYMPOSIA**


This symposium brought together Hansen, S. D. (Capturing real employee-employer relationships through time: A framework for integrating time into the study of psychological contracts); Garg, S. (Boomerang employees and the new experience of an old employment relationship: The role of psychological contract comparisons); Jones, S. K. (“I can only work so hard.” Exploring ideological contract breaches and work effort in health care employees); Erdem, C. (Pre-entry time: A grounded investigation of the pre-entry expectations that contribute to formation of millennial employees’ anticipatory psychological contracts); Dumovic, M., & Jepsen, D. (Psychological contract fulfillment over time and employee wellbeing).

This symposium brought together Conway, N., Kiefer, T., Briner, R., & Hartley, J. (Trajectories of psychological contract breach following major organizational change and their effects on outcomes); Erdem, C. (Pre-entry job expectations: A grounded investigation of the content dimensions that contribute to the formation of psychological contract); Vantilborgh, T., & Griep, Y. (I knew this was coming! The dynamic interplay between anticipation and perception of psychological contract breaches); Klein, F. A., & Raeder, S. (Development and dynamics of psychological contract and work engagement: A longitudinal study); Akkermans, J., Bal, M. P., & de Jong, S. (Your breach is my breach? A unit climate perspective on psychological contract breach)


This symposium brought together Erdem, C. (A co-evolution model of newcomers’ psychological contract formation and social networks); Hofmans, J. (Novel ways to model breach and violation: a substantive-methodological synergy); Solinger, O. (Multiple contractors in psychological contracts with organizations?); Tomprou, M. (Paper rejections: When is it a good time to give up?); Hansen, S. D. (Editorial panel member for The Journal of Applied Psychology); Ho, V. (Editorial panel member for The Journal of Organizational Behavior); Daniels, K. (Editorial panel member for The European Journal of Work and Organizational Psychology)


This symposium brought together Linde, B., & Sonono, E. (When a psychological contract experience becomes a group response: Response bias through trade union interference); Collard, C., & Fortin, M. (CSR managers’ changing psychological contracts in the midst of experiencing paradox); de Jong, J., Clinton, M., Bal, M. P., & Van der Heijden, B. I. J. M. (“There and back again.” Reciprocal actions within psychological contracts and the role of leader-initiated repair tactics); Brekashvili, P., Lamb, L. S., Currie, R., & Hardt, G. F. (Promised and delivered contributions: Supervisors’ perspective of the psychological contract); Wiechers, H., Lub, X., Coyle-Shapiro, J., & ten Have, S. (The daily dynamics of contract change);
